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Denver City Council, please find my letter (attached) addressing my input for the rezoning meeting
December 3, 2018 for the CDOT building at 4201 East Arkansas Ave.
 
 
Thank you,
Deb Powers
303-756-0404
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November 27, 2018



[bookmark: _GoBack]To:	Paul Kashmann

CC:	Andrew Webb



I’m a Denver native, born at Denver General. My best friend in Jr High School lived on E Wyoming Place. I spent weekends at her house enjoying movies at the Century 21 and Continental movie theaters. We hung out at Celebrity Sports Center and the Virginia Vale Swim Club and we cruised Colorado Blvd with her older sister. You could say that I have some history “in the hood”.  She lived on East Wyoming and my family lived in Jefferson County. Her neighborhood was much more exciting!

Now, THAT neighborhood is MY neighborhood. Thirty-one years ago, I purchased my house on the corner of Clermont and Arkansas Avenue just around the corner from where my best friend lived. I raised my son in my house. He attended neighborhood schools. My neighbors are my friends. It’s refreshing that young people and young families are moving into the neighborhood. 

When I heard about the sale and redevelopment of the CDOT building I made the conscious decision to keep informed and learn as much as I can. It’s a big change for my family and my neighborhood, no doubt about it. 

I am thankful that Kentro is a local developer with close ties to our neighborhood and that they felt communication was important as we move through these changes. I have attended 7 out of 8 neighborhood meetings that Kentro has hosted to date. Over the past year I have developed a relationship with them and believe that they will step forward in good faith throughout the development process. They asked for feedback from our neighborhood. They wanted to know what was important to us. We talked, they listened. I’ve learned what an envelope drawing is and watched the envelope drawings change over time. I have seen the height of the building envelope drop from 12 stories to 8. They listened when we asked for a step down in height as the development got closer to our single family homes. We embraced affordable housing as part of the development.

I peruse the Kentro website. They do a good job of keeping it up-to-date. New documents at the site include the Development Agreement and the Good Neighbor Agreement. 

Development is not new to this neighborhood. I have been aware of the Colorado Boulevard Development, the Virginia Village Development and Blueprint Denver. Nothing has remained the same, change is constant.

What are my concerns? My husband and I were approached by a group identifying themselves as the “Fair Development Virginia Village” group to sign a protest petition and were saddened to hear that the people talking to us were using fear, uncertainty and doubt; perhaps to get people to sign the petition? We were told by these people that we could lose our property to eminent domain. We were told that 800 cars per hour would be driving by our house every hour from 7am – 10pm daily. We were told about TIF monies. We were told the value of our property would go down as a result of this development. We were told that they want Kentro to pay us as homeowners if the value of our property drops. We were told that Kentro has not communicated enough or with transparency. That has not been my experience. We all have access to Kentro and their support team CRL and Norris. In my book these are outrageous statements. 

We were told by this group of protestors that Kentro does not have a plan. My understanding is that the next step in this process is the rezoning hearing on December 3, 2018. And then the plan and framework can be executed. 

I’m a project manager by profession and it seems like we need to know what has been approved so a plan can then be presented that includes the facts. That would be the approach that I would take as it might save time and money. I understand that this is a complex project, with complex processes and multiple phases. It will take several years to develop the property. The City will require development reviews. And like any complex project, I am sure there will be change orders.

I did not sign the petition. These people do not speak for me. I question their motives. I know at least one person in this group does not live in the Virginia Village neighborhood. Just because these people say it is so, does not mean it is. It can take years to right this kind of wrong. Especially if people signed the petition because they believed this dialog. I have also heard that they are upset about parliamentary procedure and bylaws.

Let’s get this right! It’s a partnership with the City Council, Kentro and the people who live in this neighborhood. We can do it! Kentro understands the sense of community that we desire and voiced. I embrace the change and am excited about the possibilities. When I ask my neighbors for feedback they voice the same enthusiasm. We can define a neighborhood that considers the people who live and work here and make conscious decisions for a quality of life that will outlive all of us.

I like to think that I can walk to my favorite restaurant, ice cream shop, book store, small grocery store, meet friends for coffee, sit on benches in beautiful gardens at this new space in our neighborhood. The point is, it will be a walkable neighborhood with many great amenities. 

I look forward to the discussion and the City Council input at the December 3rd re-zoning meeting. 



Thank you,

Deborah Powers

4503 East Arkansas Ave

Denver, CO 80222


